CSF circulation in subjects with the empty sella syndrome.
The etiology to the empty sella syndrome (ESS) is not known. Increased intracranial pressure (ICP) has been suggested to be one of the possible causes. In the present study the CSF circulation was analyzed in 48 subjects with ESS with gamma cisternography, pneumoencephalography (PEG) and computed tomography (CT). In 80% of the subjects the CSF circulation was retarded with convexity block which was combined with widened CSF transport pathways and basal cisterns. These findings were correlated with the clinical signs and symptoms, most of which seemed to be related to the imparied CSF circulation (i.e. impared memory, balance disturbances, cerebellar ataxia, papilledema, hypertension and pituitary disorders). Headache, psychiatric symptoms, visual field defects and obesity, however, were not related to the impaired CSF circulation. It is concluded that impaired CSF dynamics leading to intermittent increase of ICP has a major impact on the development of the ESS and that most of the patients' complaints are related to this disturbance. Thus it is important to obtain information of the CSF dynamics concurrent with the diagnosis of ESS. For this purpose PEG or CT may be used as the first examination. Moreover, the patient should be examined at least every second year for symptoms and signs of progressive impairments of the CSF circulation.